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LG 31.5" 8MP IPS BLACK 32HQ713D
VARIABLE RESOLUTION DIAGNOSTIC MONITOR (8/6/4MP)

  

Product description:
FDA-Approved for Mammography

IPS Black Panel

Reliable Imaging for Critical Assessment

IPS Black panel of 32HQ713D delivers deep black levels leading to sharp expression. With a significantly high
contrast ratio of 2000:1, 32HQ713D helps to come up with clear image definition with detailed low gray expression.

Multi-resolution Mode (8/6/4MP)

Set the Resolution Mode to Fit Your Needs

Thanks to Multi-resolution Mode (8/6/4MP), you can adjust the resolution of monitor to better fit your needs.

Pathology Mode

Just Like Looking at a Microscope

With Pathology Mode, the 32HQ713D provides image clarity and accuracy as if you were looking at a microscope.
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Internal Front Calibration Sensor

Consistency in Medical Images

The front-sensor allows automatic, self-calibration without the need for additional measuring equipment. The front
sensor helps image quality to remain stable.

Focus View

Fully Focus on the Region of Interest

LG 32HQ713D features the Focus View Mode which enables a detailed review of specific parts of the medical image.
Users can easily select and zoom in on areas of interest while dimming the surrounding screen for enhanced focus.

Presence Sensor

Convenient Power Management

Presence Sensor automatically turns off the display when no motion is detected. It not only eliminates the hassle of
manually turning the display on and off, but also contributes to convenient power management.

6 Hot Keys

Intuitive Control

The 32HQ713D's 6 Hot Keys make changing between screen modes easier and more intuitive than operation
through an OnScreen menu. The 6 Hot Keys provide easy and fast ways to operate while working, allowing you to
change mode, screen resolution, and lighting settings.

Auto Luminance Sensor

Ensuring Screen Brightness

LG 32HQ713D features an Auto Luminance Sensor which sets screen brightness properly for the ambient lighting.

Down Light / Wall Light

Ideal Diagnostic Workspace

Down Light / Wall Light Mode enhances readability of documents below monitor even in low-light environments.

Ergonomic Design

Easy and Comfortable

The 32HQ713D is designed to be adjustable for the posture of users' image review. The One-Click Stand makes the
installation process simple. The ergonomically designed stand allows users to freely adjust the tilt, height, and
swivel.

PRODUCT SHEET

Megapixels: 8MP
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